
ECE 8803: Online Decision Making in Machine Learning Fall 2021

Lecture 21: November 8

Lecturer: Vidya Muthukumar

Disclaimer: These notes have not been subjected to the usual scrutiny reserved for formal
publications. They may be distributed outside this class only with the permission of the
Instructor.

Last lecture, we introduced the reinforcement learning (RL) framework and a simple model-
based algorithm that estimates the MDP and then computes an optimal policy under that
estimate. We also saw that this achieves, in a certain sense, an optimal sample complexity
as a function of the number of states and actions in the MDP when we have access to a
generative model, or parallel sampling model. However, the parallel sampling model is not
always realistic or desirable in practice: in high-stakes situations such as adaptive control
and healthcare, we may not have the flexibility to “restart” our simulator to get new samples
for each state at each round. It turns out that ideas from multi-armed bandits are useful in
designing exploration schedules in RL to deal with this more challenging scenario of adaptive
sampling. We will discuss two representative algorithms for adaptive RL today, both of
which are “model-based”, i.e. they construct an explicit model of the MDP, and estimate an
optimal policy from this estimate.

21.1. Recap of notation and models

Our model for state evolution (dynamics) constitutes a Markov Decision Process with a
finite number of states and actions. Concretely,

• S denotes the finite state space.

• A denotes the finite set of actions that can be taken at any state.

• P denotes the set of transition probabilities; in particular, P (s′|s, a) denotes the
probability that we transition from state s to state s′ given that action a was played.

• r denotes the set of immediate rewards; in particular, r(s, a) denotes the immediate
reward that we would obtain if we played action a in state s.

Figure 21.1 is a simple schematic of a MDP. To model delayed impacts of actions, we
need to introduce a horizon for sequential decision-making. So far, we have seen

• The finite-horizon model, in which we begin at state s1 at time step 1 and we
sequentially make decisions until we end at time step H. We will not engage with this
model in depth today, so we do not recap the details.

• The infinite-horizon discounted model, in which we begin at state s0 at time step 0 and
the horizon H =∞, but rewards are discounted over time at a rate given by γ ∈ (0, 1).
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Figure 21.1: A simple MDP with 3 states s0, s1, s2 and 2 actions a0, a1.

Under this model, the value function of a policy π := (π1, π2, . . . , ) is given by

V π(s0) := Eπ,P

[ ∞∑
h=0

γh · r(sh, πh(sh))

]
, (21.1)

and again, an optimal policy π∗ is one that maximizes the value function V π(s1). The
infinite-horizon nature of the discounted model leads to an elegant solution to optimal
policy computation: there always exists a stationary policy π∗stat := (π∗, π∗, . . . , ) that
maximizes the value function V π(s0). As a result, it suffices to optimize over (and
learn) stationary policies under the discounted model. Henceforth, while discussing
the discounted model we will only consider stationary policies πstat := (π, π, . . . , ), and
we will denote them by π as shorthand.

In addition to the above two models, there is a third model to evaluate performance, called
the average-reward model. Here, we define H =∞ and evaluate the performance of a policy
by its infinite-horizon averaged reward, given by

gπavg := lim
H→∞

1

H
· E

[
H∑
h=1

r(sh, πh(sh)

]
. (21.2)

Note that the reason for averaging is because, under this model, the total reward would go off
to ∞ otherwise! It turns out that the optimal policy under this model is also stationary, i.e.
we can write π∗avg := (π∗avg, π

∗
avg, . . . , ). Henceforth, we write the optimal policy as π∗avg for

shorthand, and the corresponding optimal value as g∗avg. As we will see, the average-reward
model turns out to be especially convenient to measure regret in RL problems.
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21.2. Sample complexity evaluation with exploration

Last lecture, we investigated a parallel sampling model in which we have m samples
corresponding to each state-action pair (s, a) ∈ S ×A. Corresponding to each state-action
pair (s, a), we observe samples of the transited state and reward, given by

S′1(s, a), S′2(s, a), . . . , S′m(s, a) i.i.d ∼ P (s′|s, a) ,and (21.3a)

R1(s, a), R2(s, a), . . . , R′m(s, a) i.i.d ∼ r(s, a) (21.3b)

respectively. This parallel sampling model is, in essence, implementable in practice with
access to a simulator, which allows us to restart the MDP as many times as we would like in
order to repeatedly collect samples corresponding to every state-action pair (s, a). However,
not all applications of RL have this infinite level of flexibility. Such restarts may be costly,
and sometimes unavailable—particularly in high-stakes decision-making environments (like
RL for healthcare).

Moreover, the restarts may not always be necessary—the transited state itself could
be used to collect the next sample to adaptively explore the entire MDP. In essence, the
parallel-sampling model throws away the information in S′i(s, a), which could itself be used
for a future sample. To see how this would work, let us consider the MDP example in
Figure 21.1. Suppose we begin in state s0 and sample action a0, effectively taking a sample
at a state-action pair (s0, a0). Let S1 ∼ P (·|s0, a0) denote the (random) transited state.
From Figure 21.1 we see that this could be either s0 (again) or s2. In the event that the
transited state is s2, we could again sample action a1, which in turn is quite likely to take
us to any of the three states in the MDP (so S2 ∼ P (·|s0, a0) could be any of s0, s1, s2).
Similarly, if we instead began in state s1, we could sample action a0, which would then take
us to any of the three states s0, s1, s2

In this way, we see that there is a cumulative effect in visiting the entire state-space
of the MDP even though not all state-action pairs are explored (this protocol would only
explore action a0 in states s0 and s1, and action a1 in state s2). It turns out that for this
MDP example, we can interleave this schedule with alternative actions that would not be
quite as successful at exploring the entire MDP (i.e. action a1 in states s0 and s1, and action
a0 in state s2), and learn about the entire MDP without in fact requiring a simulator that
resets the state. This additional flexibility expands the scope of RL methods to applications
in which such a simulator may not be available, such as adaptive control and other settings
in which decision-making is high-stakes in nature.

With this intuition in hand, we now describe our formal modes of evaluation for RL with
exploration. First, we formalize the adaptive sampling model in RL, which we will use for
the entirety of this lecture.

Definition 1 The adaptive sampling model in RL does not allow restarts of states, but only
allows flexibility in action choice. In particular, suppose that we start from state s0 ∈ S.
Then, any adaptive sampling algorithm is specified by its choice of action at ∈ A at round
t for rounds t = 1, . . . , T . This choice can be made as a function of the current state st,
but the state st itself cannot be reset. After this action is picked, the state transitions from
st → st+1 according to the transition rule P (·|st, at). If the adaptive sampling algorithm is
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run for T rounds, we have collected samples that are given by

Trajectory: (s0, a0, s1), (s1, a1, s2), . . . , (sT , aT , sT+1) and

Immediate rewards: R(s0, a0), R(s1, a1), . . . , R(sT , aT ).

Definition 1 formalizes the key differentiator between the adaptive sampling model and the
parallel sampling model, which is that the adaptive sampling model does not allow resets in
the state-space. This necessitates designing RL algorithms with exploration schedules that
effectively and efficiently explore the state-space of the MDP. Before moving on to describe
such algorithms, we formalize two evaluation modes under adaptive sampling. The first is
sample complexity under the adaptive sampling model, defined below.

Definition 2 We denote δ ∈ (0, 1) to be a failure probability, and ε > 0 as a desired
error tolerance. Then, an adaptive sampling approach is said to have sample complexity
T (|S|, |A|, H, ε, δ) or T (|S|, |A|, 1

1−γ , ε, δ) if we are able to obtain a policy estimate π̂ from

T ≤ T (|S|, |A|, 1
1−γ , ε, δ) samples such that

V ∗(s1)− V π̂(s1) ≤ ε for all s1 ∈ S with probability at least 1− δ.

Note here that the probability, as defined, is taken over the randomness in the state transitions
s1, . . . , sT+1 and observed rewards R(s0, a0), . . . , R(sT , aT ), and the adaptive stopping time
T .

We can also define the regret for such an adaptive sampling model as below, under a new
notion of average-reward.

Definition 3 Suppose we execute an adaptive sampling policy given by at = πt(st) at rounds
t = 1, . . . , T . Then, the (pseudo)-regret for such an adaptive sampling policy is given by

RT := Tg∗avg − E

[
T∑
t=1

r(st, at)

]
.

Recall that g∗avg is the infinite-horizon, time-averaged reward under the optimal stationary
policy π∗avg.

Achieving low regret in RL can be quite a challenging task, as no restarts to the process
are allowed. This is also the notion of regret that is commonly used in adaptive control
of linear quadratic systems. Typically, a type of reachability assumption is needed for any
algorithm to achieve low regret; that is, that any state s′ is reachable from any other state s
in finite time via some policy (that could be specific to the pair (s, s′)). For example, this
reachability assumption is satisfied by the MDP in Figure 21.1. The guarantees that we will
discuss at a high-level at the end of this lecture only hold under reachability; it is impossible
to achieve low regret otherwise, as we could get trapped in a state that is suboptimal and
we cannot escape from (due to the lack of restarts).
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21.3. Model-based RL with exploration

From our intuitive description of desirable trajectories in the example MDP depicted in
Figure 21.1, our choice of adaptive sampling should satisfy two desiderata to be as sample-
efficient as possible:

• Visitation of states: We would like to choose actions that enable us to transition often
to multiple states of the MDP, allowing us to explore and visit new states in the future.

• Exploration of actions for each state: We would like to sample each action often enough
in each state, so that we can evaluate the performance of all possible policies.

Note that these desiderata are related, but also somewhat distinct in their objectives. For
each state, there may only be a small fraction of actions that facilitate visitation of states in
the future—and so picking these alone may not facilitate policy evaluation for all policies.
On the other hand, in this case uniformly exploring all actions for each state may slow down
the rate of visitation of each state and so slow down overall learning. Thus, in general we
need to design an adaptive sampling model that trades off these two criteria to facilitate
effective overall exploration, and to learn an optimal policy. One of the earliest approaches
that effectively did this was conceived in 1998, and is called the explicit-explore-or-exploit
(E3) algorithm. Its approach is described below for the discounted model in particular
(similar logic would also work for the finite-horizon model).

Algorithm 1 describes formally the adaptive sampling protocol that is used in the E3
algorithm. Below, we discuss (at a high level) three key components involved in the design
of the choice of action at ∈ A at every round of execution of the algorithm:

• Known states and balanced wandering (exploration across actions): For a given round
t, the definition of “known states”, i.e. s ∈ Sknown(t), encapsulates states for which all
actions have been sufficiently explored and we no longer need to visit in the future.
Initially, of course, none of the states in the MDP have been visited in this way, and
none of them will be known (hence set set Sknown(0) = ∅). The balanced wandering
protocol prioritizes making a state “known” as fast as possible, by choosing actions for
each state that have been chosen least often (i.e. minimizing N(st,a)(t)). In the worst
case, after at least nmin · |S||A| rounds, at least one state will be known — but this
could happen much sooner as well. Note that once a state s is designated as “known”,
we should expect to have good estimates of its rewards r(s, a) and transitions P (s′|s, a)
for all a ∈ A; this follows from the techniques we discussed in the last lecture.

• Exploration to reach unknown states: The balanced wandering protocol prioritizes
exploration across actions for a given state, and is a very good idea at the beginning
of the process when we know very little. However, after a state has become “known”,
what should we do if we reach it? Formally, suppose we reach st at round t and st
is a known state. What should our action at be? The answer to this question lies in
the other type of exploration that we would like: we would really like to maximize
our chances of visiting an unknown state. In particular, can we design a policy that,
beginning at state st ∈ Sknown(t), maximizes the probability that we end up outside the
known-state-set Sknown(t) (so that we can then explore previously unvisited states)? It
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Algorithm 1 Explicit-explore-or-exploit (E3) algorithm

1: Input: state space S, action space A, initial state s0 ∈ S, simulator, error tolerance ε
2: Output: Estimate of optimal policy, π̂
3: Initialize set of “known” states Sknown = ∅, N(s,a)(0) = 0 for all state-action pairs (s, a).

4: while t ≥ 0 do
5: if st /∈ Sknown then
6: Perform “balanced wandering”: Pick action at := arg mina∈AN(st,a)(t), i.e. the

action that has been seen the least at that state.
7: Set N(st,at)(t)← N(st,at)(t) + 1 (since we observed action at).
8: if N(st,a)(t) ≥ nmin(|S|, |A|) for all a ∈ A, i.e. each state has been visited often

enough (in a sense we will define formally later) then
9: Add st to Sknown.

10: end if
11: else if st ∈ Sknown then
12: Compute an optimal “exploitation” policy as well as “exploration” policy under the

estimated “collapsed” MDP M̂Sknown (defined below). Denote these by π̂exploit and
π̂explore respectively.

13: if V π∗(st)− V π̂exploit(st) ≤ ε then
14: Return π̂ := π̂exploit, T := t
15: else
16: Choose at = π̂explore(st).
17: end if
18: end if
19: Call simulator: Observe reward Rt(st, at) and transit to state st+1 ∼ P (·|st, at).
20: end while
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turns out that such an “exploration-incentivizing” policy can always be computed—the
intuition is roughly to maximize the transition probability

∑
s′ /∈Sknown(t) P̂ (s′|st, a), but

we do not provide the details here. This “exploration-incentivizing” policy is denoted
by π̂explore in Algorithm 1, and we will expect it to be used again in the initial stages
of the learning process when there are only a few known states and we want to use
these to facilitate exploration of the unknown states.

• The collapsed MDP and the optimal policy: Finally, what happens once most or all
of our states are known, i.e. Sknown(t) ≈ S? Then, we can define a “collapsed” MDP
with all of the unknown states encapsulated into a single “absorbing” state s∞ (that
has no reward itself), and we can compute the optimal policy under this collapsed
MDP. This estimated optimal policy is denoted by π̂exploit in Algorithm 1. Note that
we can always evaluate the value of this estimated optimal policy, and check whether
it is indeed ε-close to the optimal value of the MDP1: if so, we return π̂exploit; if not,
we continue the exploration process. If this is complicated, you should think of an
easier version of E3 as eventually visiting all the states of the MDP, and computing
an optimal policy from the overall estimated MDP.

The above algorithmic description suggests that the E3 algorithm would decide a protocol
for action selection in roughly three stages:

• Balanced wandering to find a few known states. We expect that we will find at least
one known state relatively quickly (as described in Algorithm 1) by the pigeon-hole
principle.

• Launching exploration from a few known states to many unknown states. Once we find
a known state, we switch gears with our exploration to prioritize visiting currently
unknown states.

• Estimating the optimal policy once most of the states are known. Once we have
successfully explored most of the state space, we will now switch gears and estimate
an optimal policy.

Keeping in this intuition, it turns out that the E3 algorithm also achieves sample complexity

that is T := |S||A| · poly
(

1
1−γ

)
·
log
(
|S||A|
δ

)
ε2

. While we will not study the proof of this fact

in class, we note here that the proof actually turns out to be a simple consequence of the
techniques that we examined last class (with the generative model) together with the cleverly
designed exploration schedule that ensures that all state-action pairs are eventually visited
often enough.

Interestingly, while the intuition for the three-stage process of E3 above suggests that
an optimal policy can only be found once (almost) all states are visited or “known”, this
need not always be the case in practice. There are many empirical examples in which E3

1. Several details are swept under the rug in this high-level discussion. For one, the collapsed MDP has
|Sknown(t)| + 1 states rather than |S| states of the original MDP. However, we can write π̂exploit as an
equivalent policy under the original MDP simply by choosing random actions for all of the “unknown”
states: the value of such a policy will turn out to be similar to the value of π̂exploit under the collapsed
MDP.
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could return a pretty good policy even only after visiting a subset of the states often enough.
Moreover, the E3 algorithm does not adaptively sample actions based on how good they
are for each state: it simply explores them uniformly. These observations suggest that in
practice, we can do significantly better on “easier” MDPs. It is an active current research
direction (with many possible practical implications) to design new algorithms, as well as
obtain instance-dependent sample complexity (and regret) guarantees for easier MDPs.

21.3.1 Model-based regret minimization: the UCRL algorithm

The E3 algorithm is a pure-exploration algorithm that is designed to find a near-optimal
policy π̂ in as few adaptively collected samples (T ) as possible. (The analog of such pure-
exploration in the much simpler multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem would be to simply
pick one of the K actions uniformly at random.) It can be adapted to the objective of
regret-minimization in the average-reward model by interleaving the exploration steps (Steps
6 and 16 in Algorithm 1) and the exploitation step (i.e. playing Step 14 for some fixed
amount of time). Such interleaving can be done via a ε-greedy schedule, for example. The
ensuing algorithm description becomes quite complicated, and we do not recount the details
here—but note that the best possible regret guarantee that is obtainable turns out to scale
as Õ(T 2/3) (where the Õ hides all dependences on |S|, |A|, and we focus here only on the
dependence on T ).

It turns out that there is an independently developed approach to regret minimization
in average-reward RL, that is also model-based but more directly uses bandit principles,
that is able to achieve Õ(

√
T ) regret. This is commonly called the UCRL algorithm, and

satisfies excellent trade-offs between exploration and exploitation. We conclude this lecture
by providing a brief description of the UCRL algorithm, and discuss how it is inspired by
bandit algorithm principles.

Algorithm 2 provides a high-level description of the UCRL algorithm. Several important
details are omitted, such as the exact choice of the confidence parameter δ and the number
of epochs that each “episode” is run for. The most important detail for our purposes is the
procedure that is used to select a policy π̂k for each episode k. Similar to UCB and linear
UCB (LinUCB), UCRL defines a confidence set of MDPs that is based on the number of
times each state-action pair has been sampled thus far. Then, UCRL uses again the principle
of optimism in the face of uncertainty, evaluating the best-case scenario for each policy for a
MDP that lies within this confidence set. While it is not obvious from this description (or
even at a high level), this type of policy decision-making turns out to trade off exploration
and exploitation in quite a fine-grained manner.

In subsequent lectures, we will see bandit algorithm principles come up a few more times,
as we turn to discussing what are commonly called “model-free” algorithms, i.e. algorithms
that smoothly weave MDP inference with policy optimization.

21.4. Additional references and notes

• The average-reward model turns out to have many intricate links with the discounted-
reward model, with an effective horizon being defined by the average amount of time it
takes for the induced Markov process from policies to reach a stationary distribution.
These links require a rigorous introduction to Markov chain theory, and so we will
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Algorithm 2 Upper-confidence reinforcement learning (UCRL) algorithm.

1: Input: A hyperparameter δ ∈ (0, 1) (this is like the UCB hyperparameter), state space
S and action space A.

2: Initialize episode counter k = 1 and time step tk = 1.
3: Initialize starting state s1, N(s,a)(1) = 0 for all state-action pairs (s, a).
4: while tk ≤ T do
5: Initialize episode k: tk = t.
6: Number of times each state-action pair visited so far = N(s,a)(k).

7: Estimated MDP M̂ := (P̂ , r̂) computed from samples so far.
8: Confidence set of MDPs defined as

Mk :=
{
M : |P (s′|s, a)−P̂ (s′|s, a)| ≤

√
log(|S||A|/δ)
Ns,a(k)

and |r(s, a)−r̂(s, a)| ≤

√
log(|S||A|/δ)
Ns,a(k)

}
.

9: Calculate stationary policy π̂k that maximizes (average-reward) value under the
best-case MDP in Mk, i.e.

π̂k := arg maxπ max
M∈Mk

gπ(M)

.
10: Play policy π̂k for τk steps, update t← t+ τk and k ← k + 1.
11: end while
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not discuss them in this course. An excellent reference to learn more about these
connections is the classic textbook by Martin Puterman Puterman (2014).

• The E3 algorithm was conceived by Kearns and Singh in their seminal paper Kearns
and Singh (2002), and was subsequently refined by what is called the R-max algo-
rithm Brafman and Tennenholtz (2002) (that also enjoys applicability in zero-sum
game-theoretic environments). Amazingly, the E3 algorithm as originally introduced
also included a variant defined for minimizing regret in the average-reward problem
(with the aforementioned suboptimal dependence on T 2/3) that effectively traded off
exploration and exploitation via interleaving exploration and exploitation schedules.
This idea was discovered in the context of RL, independent of the bandit literature!

• Notions of regret could also be defined for finite-horizon problems with a horizon
length equal to H. Here, the process would be restarted every H rounds at an initial
state, and so this is commonly called the “episodic online RL” setting. The notion of
regret is also adjusted to be with respect to the optimal non-stationary policy that
also restarts every H rounds. A good motivation for episodic online RL would arise in
small-horizon settings that are high-stakes, such as RL for healthcare—where we would
like to be able to minimize regret over a large number of executions of policy-making
where we refine our policy every “episode” by learning from past executions.

• UCB is not the only bandit algorithm that could be used in principle in Algorithm 2.
Bayesian approaches to online RL (e.g. using Thompson sampling Russo et al. (2018))
also exist; in essence, they maintain a posterior distribution over MDPs that were
likely to have generated the samples seen thus far, sample from that posterior, and
then compute the optimal policy for the MDP. These Bayesian approaches have seen
many empirical benefits in real-world scenarios where meaningful exploration is highly
challenging (e.g. large state spaces and very sparse rewards): see, e.g. the deep-sea
environments in Osband et al. (2019). Closer to UCB-style approaches, the successive-
arm-elimination (which some of you evaluated in Problem 3 of the midterm) was also
originally adapted to online RL Even-Dar et al. (2006).
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